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Abstract

In this paper a dynamic model of an underwater vehicle�manipulator system is derived�
The iterative Newton�Euler algorithm has been extended to include the most dominat�
ing hydrodynamical forces� The model is written in a closed form� It is emphasized
on representing the nonlinear model such that mechanical system properties like sym�
metry� skew�symmetry and positiveness can be used in the control design� Feedback
linearization is used for trajectory control of the system�

Keywords� Underwater manipulator� vehicle� vehicle�manipulator system� dynamics�
feedback linearization�

� Introduction

Semi�autonomous robotic systems have been suggested for space and underwater oper�
ations� These operations include inspection� maintenance� repair and service work on
space and underwater installations� Accurate control of both the vehicle and the manip�
ulator is essential and hence a dynamic model of the total system is necessary� Several
authors have studied spacecraft�manipulator systems� A review of this research is given
in Dubowsky and Papadopoulos ������ and references therein� The work in this paper
is inspired by this research� Control of underwater vehicles has been studied by many
authors	 see for instance Fossen ����
� and Yuh ������� Further information on the sub�
ject can also be found in Healey and Lienard ������� Several methods have been used to
derive the dynamics of an underwater vehicle�manipulator system� Ioi and Itoh ������
have used the classical Newton�Euler formalism to compute a recursive formula for the
dynamic model� A hybrid force controller of the manipulator was simulated� Mahesh�
Yuh and Lakshmi ������ have derived a discrete�time model of the underwater system
and a discrete�time adaptive controller is used to control the system� A simulation study
on the dynamic behavior of an underwater robot was also done by Janocha and Pa�
padimitriou ������� They presented a recursive algorithm for generating the dynamic



model� Finally McMillan� Orin and McGhee ����
� have developed an e�cient dynamic
simulation algorithm which includes a mobile base and the hydrodynamic forces�

In this paper the closed form dynamic equations are suggested for the underwater system
whereas feedback linearization is applied for trajectory control of the system� The paper
is outlined as follows in Section � a complete model of the system is presented whereas
some of the system properties is described in Section �� Feedback linearization is applied
to the system in Section 
� Section � holds the conclusions�

� System Dynamics

In this section the ROV� manipulator and ROV�manipulator equations of motion are
discussed�

��� ROV Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of an underwater vehicle can be written in an abbreviated form
as� Fossen ����
� 

M r �� �Cr���� �Dr���� � gr��� � � r � �c ���

The kinematic transformation between the earth��xed and the body��xed reference frame
is given by �� � JR���� where

JR��� de�ned in Fossen ����
�
M r inertia matrix �included added inertia�
Cr��� contains Coriolis and centripetal terms
Dr��� hydrodynamic lift and damping matrix
gr��� vector of gravity and buoyancy forces
� r propulsion forces
�c current induced disturbances �constant�
� linear and angular velocity vector with coordinates in the body��xed frame
� position and orientation vector with coordinates in the earth��xed frame

The orientation vector is represented in Euler angles� The inertia matrix is positive
de�nite and the Coriolis and centripetal matrix is skew�symmetrical� In the earth��xed
reference frame the equations of motion are given by

M r� �� �Cr������ �� �Dr������ �� � gr���� � � r� � �c� ���

where the expressions for M r� �Cr�������Dr������� gr����� � r� and �c� are given in
Fossen ����
��

��� Underwater Manipulator Equations of Motion

It is assumed in this paper that the robot is built up of cylindrical elements� The e�ect of
the hydrodynamical forces on cylindrical elements is described by Faltinsen ������� Olson



������ and Sarpkaya ������� For a circular cylindrical element� with diameter D� radius
r and length L� moving in deep water with density �� the following hydrodynamical
forces are acting on the element

� Added mass and added moment of inertia

MA � diag�MA��
�MA��

�MA��
�MA��

�MA��
�MA��

�

where

MA��
� ���of the vehiclemass MA��

� �
MA��

� ��r�L MA��
� �

��
��r�L�

MA��
� ��r�L MA��

� �
����r

�L�

Notice that the o��diagonal elements have been neglected�

� Frictional forces and moments

�� Lift and drag forces lift and drag are pressure and viscous shear forces and
also forces due to vortex shedding� The lift forces are orthogonal to the �ow
velocity and the drag forces are parallel to the �ow velocity� Drag and lift
forces are thoroughly described in Stevens and Lewis ������� For underwater
systems only vortex shedding contributes to the lift force� The drag force can
be written as a nonlinear expansion

FD � DSvr �DQjvrjvr �O�v
�
r� ���

where DS and DQ are de�ned below� The vector vr is the velocity of the
rigid�body relative to the �ow velocity� In this paper the �rd�order and higher
order terms are neglected� The �rst term in ��� is mainly due to the linear
skin�friction

FS � DSvr

where DS is the linear skin�friction coe�cient� The second term in ��� is due
to the quadratic drag

FQ � DQjvrjvr

Here DQ � �
��CD�Rn� ��A��� is the drag coe�cient� where A is a projected

frontal area of the body� � is the angle of attach� Rn is the Reynold number�
CD is the drag coe�cient and � is the water density� The lift force can be
expressed in a similar manner

FL �
�

�
�CL�Rn� ��A���jvrjvr

The lift coe�cientCL�Rn� �� and the drag coe�cientCD�Rn� �� depend on the
angle of attach �� the Reynold number Rn and the Keulegan�Carpenter num�
ber KC� In the control model it is reasonable to assume Keulegan�Carpenter
independence� The coe�cients are usually empirical determined and some
values are given in Table �� The Reynold�s number� lift and drag coe�cients
and the Strouhal number for a smooth cylinder are as follows� Walderhaug
������



Table �� Lift and drag coe�cients for a cylinder�

CD CL Sn
Rn � � � ��� subcritical �ow ��� ��� ���� ���
� � ��� � Rn � � � ��� critical �ow ����� ��
� ��� ���
� � ��� � Rn � � � ��� transcritical �ow ��
 ��� ����

�� Vortex induced forces the vortex shedding induces oscillatory forces on the
rigid�body in both the drag and the lift direction� In subcritical and trans�
critical �ow these vortices are known as the Von Karman vortex street� For a
single vortex shedding frequency the force in the lift direction can be approx�
imated as� Faltinsen ������

FLv � FL cos���fvt� ��

where fv � Snjvrj�D is the vortex shedding frequency	 Sn is the Strouhal
number and D is the cylinder diameter and � is the phase angle of the traverse
force� In the drag direction the total drag is� Faltinsen ������ 

FDv � FQ �AD cos�
�fvt� ��

where AD is the area of the cross�section and � is the phase shift� The last
term of FDv is small and can therefore be neglected� leaving only the mean
drag value� which is equal to the �rst term in Morrison�s equation� Faltinsen
������� The lift and drag forces are conveniently de�ned along the relative
velocity axis� see Figure �� The formulas for the frictional forces can be
extended to �D� by writing

F S �DSv� F L � jvjTDLv� FD � jvjTDDv

where v � vc � U f is the velocity of the rigid�body relative to the �ow�
The vector vc is the velocity of the rigid�body mass center and Uf is the
�ow velocity� The matrixDS contains the linear skin�friction coe�cients and
DL and DD are diagonal matrices containing the lift and drag coe�cients�
The diagonal elements are in the form �

�
�CD�Rn� �A��� 	� where �A��� 	� is the

projected frontal area of the body in body��xed coordinates�

�� Current loads these loads are denoted the Munk moment� and are given by
Faltinsen �������

Mml
� S�v��diag�MA��

�MA��
�MA��

�v�

where S is a skew�symmetric matrix operator de�ned such that a � b �
S�a�b�


� Di�ractions forces the di�raction forces can be neglected by assuming that
the current velocity is constant�

The total friction forces and moments acting at the center of mass are

p � F L � FD � F S � n �Mml



� Buoyancy B � �gr wherer is the deplacement volume and g is the acceleration
of gravity� For neutrally buoyant bodies B � mg� The buoyant force attacks in
the body�s center of buoyance�

Including these forces in the force and moment equations for a manipulator link k gives
the following equations written in reference frame k

F k � M k�
kak �

k�k �
kdk�kc �

k�k � � k�k �
kdk�kc�� �
�

T k � Ik
k�k �

k �k � �Ik
k�k� ���

where

F k total forces acting at the center of mass of link k
f k forces exerted by link k � � on link k
Rk��

k the rotation matrix between frame k�� and frame k
Mk the mass and added mass of link k� located at the center of mass
Ik moment of inertia and added moment of inertia of link k� about the center of mass
T k total moments acting about the center of mass of link k

See Appendix � for further details� The force fk and moment interaction tk between
link k and link k � � written in frame k are

f k � Rk��
k

k��f k�� � F k �mkgk � bk � pk ���

tk � Rk��
k

k��tk�� � dk�k�� � �Rk��
k

k��f k��� � dk�kc � F k � T k

�dk�kc � ��mkgk � pk� � dk�kb � bk � nk ���

where

ROV

FD

v

�

�

z

x

fIg

y

fBg f�g

link �

link N
Manipulator

Figure �� ROV�manipulator system showing the ROV rigid�body and the manipulator links�

The vector v is the relative velocity� FD is the drag force� � and � are the angle of attach and

sideslip� Frame fIg and fBg the earth��xed and body��xed reference frames� and frame f�g is

the reference frame located at the manipulator base� The number of manipulator links is N�



pk linear and quadratic hydrodynamic friction forces
bk the buoyant force
dk�kb vector from the center of buoyance of link k to frame k
kdk�k�� the vector from joint k to joint k��
nk hydrodynamic friction moments

The joint torques are

� k � zT ktk ���

where zT is the unit vector along the z�axis� A recursive Newton�Euler algorithm for an
underwater manipulator is achieved when substituting �
��� into the iterative Newton�
Euler dynamics algorithm for manipulators� Spong and Vidyasagar �������

Evaluating ������� and �
��� symbolically yields the equations of motion for the under�
water manipulator� The result can be written

Mm�q��q �Cm�q� �q� �q �Dm�q� �q� �q � gm�q� � �m ���

where

Mm�q� inertia matrix �including added inertia�
Cm�q� �q� contains Coriolis and centripetal terms
Dm�q� �q� hydrodynamic lift and damping matrix
gm�q� vector of gravity and buoyancy forces
�m external input forces
q generalized link coordinates

��� ROV�Manipulator Equations of Motion

The manipulator has an initial velocity equal to the velocity of the ROV� Evaluating the
iterative Newton�Euler algorithm symbolically� with initial velocity � � ��vT� �

��T
� �

T in
�������� the equations of motion for the manipulator part of the system can be written
in the form

Mm�q��q �Cm�q� �q� �q �Dm�q� �q � gm�q� �D��q� �q��� �q�

MT
c �q� �� �C��q� �q���� �D��q� �q���� � �m ����

where

MT
c �q� �� are the reaction forces and moments between the ROV and the manipulator

Ci�q� �q���� are the Coriolis and centripetal forces due to the interaction
between the ROV and the manipulator �i������

Di�q� �q��� is the quadratic drag due to the manipulator links and ROV �i������
Dm�q� is the linear skin�friction a�ecting the manipulator

The weight and movement of the manipulator links will a�ect the ROV dynamics� These
forces and moments disturbances � � ��T

f ��
T
m�

T can be calculated from ������

�f � RB
� f � ����

�m � RB
� t� � drov�man � �RB

� f �� ����



where drov�man is the vector between the body��xed frame of the ROV and the base
frame of the manipulator and f � and t� are the forces and moments acting on the
base of the manipulator� The matrix RB

� is the rotation matrix between the body��xed
ROV reference frame and the manipulator�base frame� Locating the body��xed reference
frame of the ROV in the manipulator base gives

� � ��R�
�f��

T � �R�
�t��

T �T

Evalutating the manipulator dynamics and the interaction forces symbolically yields the
following equations of motion for the ROV system

M r �� �Cr���� �Dr���� � gr��� �H�q� �� �C��q� �q�����

D��q�� �D��q� �q���� �M c�q��q �C��q� �q� �q �D��q� �q��� �q � gE�q� � � r����

where

H�q� �� is the added inertia due to the manipulator
D��q�� is the linear skin friction due to the manipulator
C��q� �q� �q are the Coriolis and centripetal forces due to the manipulator
gE�q� is the gravity force and moment vector due to the manipulator

The equations of motion for the total system in a body��xed reference frame� located at
the manipulator base� can be expressed in the form

M�q� �� �C�q� ��� �D�q� ��� � g�q��� � � ��
�

where � � ��T � �qT �T and

M��� �

�
M r �H�q� M c�q�
MT

c �q� Mm�q�

�

C�q� �� �

�
Cr��� �C��q� �q��� C��q� �q�

C��q� �q��� Cm�q� �q�

�

D�q� �� �

�
Dr��� �D��q� �D��q� �q��� D��q� �q���

D��q� �q��� Dm�q� �D��q� �q���

�

g�q��� �

�
gr��� � gE�q�
gm�q�

�
� � � �� Tr � �

T
m�

T

The equations of motion for the total system can be written in the earth��xed reference
system by applying the following kinematic transformations

�� � JR���� ����

�xe � J ����� � J ��q� �q ����



where xe is the position of the manipulator end�e�ector in the inertial frame and �xe �
� IvTN �

I �T
N �

T � The matrices J � and J� can be determind from the following equations

I�N � R�
I�

�w� �
NX
j��

R
j
�z �qj� ����

IvN � R�
I

�
��v� � NX

j��

R
j
��
j�j �

jdj�

�
� ����

Manipulating these equations gives

J� � R�
I

�
I��� �S�

PN
j��R

j
�dj�

���� I���

�
� J� � R�

I

�
�� ��� �N

�� ��� �N

�

where �k � �
PN

j�k S�R
j
�dj��k and �k � Rk

�z whereas S is the skew�symmetric matrix
operator�

The transformation matrix and its inverse are given by

J �q��� �

�
JR��� �

J ���� J ��q�

�
� J���q��� �

�
J��R �

�J��� J�J
��
R J���

�

�� � JR���� �� � � J��R ��� ��

�� � JR��� �� � �JR���� �� �� � J��R ������ � �JR���J
��
R ��� ���

�xe � J����� � J��q� �q �� �q � J��� � �xe � J�J
��
R ���

�xe � J� �� � J��q � �J �� � �J� �q �� �q � J��� � �xe � J�J
��
R ���

�J �J
��
� �xe � J �J

��
R

�JRJ
��
R ���

�J �J
��
R �� � �J�J

��
� J �J

��
R ���

Consequently the equations of motion for the total system in the earth��xed reference
frame can therefore be written in the form

M e�q��� ���� �Ce�q��� �� �� �De�q��� �� �� � ge�q��� � � e ����

where � � ��T �xTe �
T and 

M e�q��� �� � J�T �q���M �q�J���q���

Ce�q��� �� � J�T �q����C�q� ���M �q�J���q��� �J �q����J���q���
De�q��� �� � J�T �q���D�q� ��J���q���

ge�q��� � J�T �q���g�q���
� e � J�T �q����

��� Body�	xed Properties of the Equations of Motion

The inertia matrix for the total system is positive de�nite M �q��� � MT �q��� 
 �

due to positive kinetic energy� whereas symmetry is guaranteed by applying Newtons�
third law �action�reaction principle��



The damping matrix is strictly positive D�q� �q��� 
 �� due to the dissipative nature of
the ROV�manipulator system�

For the total system it is also true that �T � �M�q���� �C�q� �q����� � ��

� Feedback Linearization

This section discusses the control system design in terms of feedback linearization� Feed�
back linearization transforms the nonlinear system dynamics into a linear system� The
control laws are chosen so that zero tracking errors are achieved� The tracking errors are
de�ned as �� � ���d and �q � q�qd where d denotes the desired states� The equations
of motion can also be expressed in the form

M���q� �� �M c�q��q � n��q� �q��� � � r ����

M���q��q �MT
c �q� �� � n��q� �q��� � �m ����

where M �� �M r �H� M �� �Mm and n��q� �q��� and n��q� �q��� are the vectors of
the Coriolis and centripetal and friction forces� The following control input will cancel
out the nonlinearities in the system

� r �M ���q�a� �M c�q��q � n��q� �q���

where a� � J��R �a� � �JRJ
��
R ��� Hence the PID control law

a� � ��d �Kpr �� �Kdr
��� �Kir

Z t

�
�� dt

leads to the exponential stable dynamics

��� �Kdr
��� �Kpr �� �K ir

Z t

�
�� dt � �

which implies that ��� �� For the manipulator a similar control law is chosen

�m �M ���q�v �MT
c �q� �� � n��q� �q���

where
v � �qd �Kpm�q �Kdm

��q �Kim

Z t

�
�qdt

Hence the manipulator tracking error satis�es

��q �Kdm
��q �Kpm�q �K im

Z t

�
�qdt � �

which implies that �q � ��

� Conclusions

In this paper the dynamic equations of an underwater vehicle�manipulator system are
written in closed form� For simulation studies a recursive formulation of the inverse
dynamics is more e�cient� However a closed form formulation makes it possible to study
the structure and properties of the system and it often simpli�es the control design�
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Figure �� A closed loop control system employing feedback linearization

A Iterative Computation of Angular and Linear ve�

locities

The iterative algorithm for revolute joints is written� Spong and Vidyasagar �������
Outward iterations k� ���� �

k���k�� 	 Rk
k���

k�k 
 z �qk��� ����
k���k�� 	 Rk

k���
k�k 


k�k � z �qk�� 
 zqk��� ����
k��vk�� 	 R

k
k��

kvk 

k���k�� �

k��dk���k ����
k��vk��c 	 Rk

k��
kvk 


k���k�� �
k��dk�kc ����

k��ak�� 	 Rk
k��

kak 

k���k�� �

k��dk���k 

k���k�� � � k���k�� �

k��dk���k� ����

����

where

z unit vector along the z�axis
q generalized joint position
k�k angular velocity of link k
k�k angular acceleration of link k
kvk linear velocity of link k
kvkc linear velocity of the center of mass of link k
kak linear acceleration of link k

mk mass of link k

gk the acceleration due to gravity of link k
kdk���k the vector from joint k
� to joint k
kdk�kc the vector from reference frame k �joint k
�� to the center of mass of link k

The coordinate frames are located at each joint according to the Denavit�Hartenberg convention� Spong
and Vidyasagar ������
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